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Berita
Chair’s Address
Malaysia/Singapore/Brunei Studies Group

Association for Asian Studies

Greetings! I am happy to introduce a sparkling new Berita newsletter edited by Derek
Heng of Ohio State University. After the successful editorship of Ron Provencher from
Northern Illinois University, we had a bit of a lull in trying to figure out how to restart
the newsletter. Thankfully, Derek volunteered to take over and what you now have is
largely due to his hard work……
Chair’s Address ……………………………………………..………..…………………………..….…...………2
Foreword
The objective ofEditor’s
this new
series of ……………………………………………………….….…………….……..…………….…3
Berita is to provide a forum for scholars of Malaysia,
John to
A. share
Lent Prize
Singapore, and Brunei
shortCommendation….…………………………………………………………....…….…4
articles about politics, society, history, literature, and
Ronald
Provencher
Commendation
………………………………………….….…..5
the arts that will be of broad interest, Travel
as wellGrant
as to provide
useful information
on fieldwork,
Announcements…………………………………………………………………………………………………….5
archives, conferences, and other such resources for the scholarly community. Thus, you
“Democracy
and essays
Development
at Risk”information
– A Panel Report
Saravanamuttu)….......7
will find both substantive
short
and practical
about(J.Malaysia
and
Singapore. (Unfortunately,
Brunei
underrepresented,
and I encourage anyone doing
Field Report:
Kebunis Culture
(E.C. Thompson)………………………………….…………………….11
research on Brunei
to write for our
newsletter.)
Remembering
J. Norman
Palmer (C.A. Lockard)………………………………………………...…16
Member Notes……………………………………………………………..………………………………………17
I will leave the introduction of the essays to Derek, but I will just conclude by noting that
Berita is now experimenting with various ideas to engage our audience. There is much that
can be discussed in these pages and to the extent that you find something lacking in this
edition of Berita, we are most happy to hear from you. Therefore, if you have any projects
or ideas you would like to contribute to Berita, please email me (erik.kuhonta@mcgill.ca)
or Derek Heng (heng.5@osu.edu). We are especially interested in publishing articles, book
reviews, or views from the field from graduate students.
Lastly, please note that our annual business meeting at the Association for Asian Studies
will take place on Friday April 1 in the Honolulu Convention Center, room 309 from 7:159:15pm. At this meeting we will also present the John Lent Prize for best paper presented
at the previous meeting of the Association for Asian Studies. This is the first time we will
be presenting this prize, which will now become an annual event. After the meeting, we
will have out customary dinner in a Southeast Asian (hopefully Malaysian!) restaurant.
I look forward to seeing many of you in Honolulu!
Erik Martinez Kuhonta, McGill University
Chair, Malaysia/Singapore/Brunei Studies Group
Association for Asian Studies
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Chair’s Address
The Malaysia-Singapore-Brunei Studies Group held its annual business meeting on March 18, 2017 in
conjunction with the annual Association for Asian Studies conference in Toronto. At the meeting, I
provided a review of MSB finances, as reported to the SEAC earlier during the week. I also requested
that annual funds be made available for the John Lent Prize and the Provencher Travel Grant. The total
amount requested and received was $950.00. The balance of MSB funds currently totals $3000.00.
Next year will be a year of transition. Patricia Sloane-White, currently Deputy Chair and Chair-Elect, will
take over at the end of the current Chair’s term; MSB practice is to have an incoming chair-elect
announced when the new chair takes office. As my final year as Chair will be 2018, the chair-elect will
need to be elected at the MSB Business Meeting in 2018. Patricia Sloane-White will be chair for the
2019, 2020, and 2021 Business Meetings. Both Patricia and I would like to encourage members to take
up leadership roles within the MSB. I also hope that over the coming year – by the time we have our
2018 business meeting, the group can discuss whether the current system of a 3-year appointment as
Chair-Elect, followed by 3-year appointment as Chair is the most suitable arrangement. These 6 year
(3+3) appointments may be good for the stability of the group, but they also require a rather long
commitment over a time horizon spanning more than half a decade. In addition, we should consider
whether there can be more supporting roles. Previously the MSB had a Chair plus a three-member
board, which might provide more distribution of responsibilities for keeping the group running.
At the meeting we also announced the winners of the John A. Lent Prize and Provencher Travel Grant.
The Lent prize was awarded to Jamie Davidson, for his paper, “Stagnating Yields, Unyielding Profits: The
Political Economy of Malaysia’s Rice Sector.” The award was accepted in abstentia.
The Provencher Grant is available to be given to participants who come from the MSB region and to
graduate students, post-doctoral fellows, independent scholars and other underfunded individuals
regardless of region, with preference given to MSB-region participants. This year’s Provencher Grant
was awarded to Arunima Datta, post-doctoral fellow, from the National University of Singapore.
Eric C. Thompson, National University of Singapore
Chair, Malaysia/Singapore/Brunei Studies Group
socect@nus.edu.sg or msbchair@gmail.com
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Editor’s Foreword
The current issue of Berita contains commendations and abstracts from the Lent Prize winning paper
by Jamie Davidson on rice policy in Malaysia and Arunima Datta’s paper on colonial law and coolie
intimacies, for which she was awarded the Provencher Travel Grant. We also have a panel report from
Johan Saravanamuttu on the MSB-Sponsored Panel “Democracy and Development at Risk,” presented
at the 2017 AAS Conference.
Also included here is a “Field Report” on Kebun (orchard) Culture in Malaysia. This field report contains
the central empirical discussion about different ways in which working class, affluent and middle class
Malays relate to new senses of rurality not through connections to “kampung” (villages) – a classic trope
in Malay society and Malay studies – but rather through kebun, owning and maintaining orchards. I
offer this in part as a sort of template, to encourage others to contribute parts of work-in-progress that
would be of interest to the MSB community.
Finally, we have an obituary of J. Norman Palmer, a longtime scholar of Malaysia, Singapore and
Southeast Asia, along with several Member Notes. These are presented in a variety of different styles,
and include an advertisement for scholarships from LaTrobe University, which one member submitted
as being of potential interest to members of the group (or possibly to students they are supervising). I
would encourage member to continue making these submissions in the future, and expect to be open to
any variety of submissions that may be offered up.
Eric C. Thompson, National University of Singapore
Interim Editor

Announcements
Application for MSB Panel Sponsorship:
The Malaysia-Singapore-Brunei Studies Group sponsors one panel per year at the annual conference of
the Association for Asian Studies. Members interested in panel sponsorship by the MSB are asked to
submit the full panel and paper abstracts to the MSB Chair at least one week before the AAS Submission
deadline, which is August 8, 2017 for the March 22-25, 2018 conference in Washington, D.C.
Submissions for John Lent Prize Consideration:
The Malaysia-Singapore-Brunei Studies Group awards the John A. Lent Prize each year at its annual
business meeting to the best paper with Malaysia-Singapore-Brunei content presented at the previous
year’s AAS conference. Any paper presenters from the AAS Toronto 2017 conference are asked to
submit their paper for consideration to the MSB Chair (msbchair@gmail.com) by August 31, 2017.
Spring 2017
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Prizes

Unyielding Profits: The Political Economy of
Malaysia’s Rice Sector.”

John A. Lent Prize (2017, Toranto)

Davidson’s paper focuses on the apparent
contradictions between the Malaysian
government’s support for Bernas, the
corporation which holds a monopoly on import
and distribution of rice, on the one hand and
efforts to increase domestic production of rice
on the other. As Davidson points out, at first
look, these two appear to be conflicting
undertakings. The import of rice by Bernas is at
odds with initiatives to bolster domestic
production, while the expanded domestic
production undercuts Bernas’s profits. The
apparent contradiction in government efforts to
strengthen both at the same time is resolved in
Davidson’s analysis by demonstrating the ways
in which the opposing policies serve the
underlying aim of bolstering the political
standing of the ruling National Front (Barisan
National or BN) and its dominant component
party, the United Malays National
Organization (UMNO). Policies aimed at
expanding and subsidizing domestic production
play to UMNO’s core constituencies in rural
peninsular and East Malaysia. At the same time,
the government’s support for Bernas are part
and parcel of key ties between UMNO and bigdonor business interests in the country. In a
comprehensive fashion, Davidson lays out the
role of the political economy of rice in Malaysia
since the Green Revolution. The paper’s
historically sensitive analysis demonstrates how
rice has continued to play an important role in
UMNO’s electoral politics even though rice

Prof. John A. Lent founded Berita in 1975, editing
it for twenty-six years, and founded the
Malaysia/Singapore/Brunei Studies Group in
1976, serving as chair for eight years. He has been a
university faculty member since 1960, in Malaysia,
the Philippines, China, and various U.S. universities.
From 1972-74, Prof. Lent was founding director of
Malaysia's
first
university-level
mass
communications program at Universiti Sains
Malaysia, and has been professor at Temple
University since 1974.
Over the years, Prof. Lent has written monographs
and many articles on Malaysian mass media,
animation, and cartooning. He is the author and
editor of seventy-one books and monographs, and
hundreds of articles and book chapters. Since 1994, he
has chaired the Asian Cinema Society and has been
the editor of the journal Asian Cinema. He publishes
and edits International Journal of Comic Art, which
he started in 1999, and is chair of Asian Research
Center on Animation and Comic Art and AsianPacific Association of Comic Art, both of which he
established, and are located in China.
Lent Prize Commendation 2017
The 2017 John A. Lent prize is awarded to the
best paper with Malaysia-Singapore-Brunei
content presented at the previous year’s (2016)
Association for Asian Studies conference. After
careful consideration of the papers submitted
for the prize, the prize committee has selected
Jamie Davidson’s paper on “Stagnating Yields,
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production has been marginalized both in
Malaysia’s broader economy and in scholarship
on Malaysia.
The Lent Prize committee unanimously agreed
that Davidson’s paper is an excellent, finelyargued piece of scholarship on intersection of
the country’s electoral politics and agrarian
political economy.
Prize Committee Members: Sin Yee Koh, Laura
Elder, and James Jesudasan

Ronald Provencher Travel Grant
(2017, Toronto)
The Ronald Provencher Travel Grant is named in
honor of Ronald Provencher, distinguished cultural
anthropologist of Malaysia, a long-time leader of the
Malaysia/Singapore/Brunei Studies Group
(Association for Asian Studies) and former editor of
Berita Newsletter. It carries with it a US$750
award for a graduate student, postdoctoral fellow, or
independent scholar from Malaysia, Singapore or
Brunei to travel to present a paper at the Association
for Asian Studies meeting.
The 2017 Ronald Provencher Travel Grant was
awarded to Dr. Arunima Datta, Post-doctoral
Fellow, Asia Research Institute, National
University of Singapore.
Dr. Datta is currently working on Indian coolie
women in British Malaya. She organized a
panel in AAS in collaboration with Dr. S.
Maunaguru from the National University of
Singapore South Asian Studies Program,
entitled, "Governing Intimate Encounters in

South and Southeast Asia: Body, Sexuality,
Gender, Everyday and Colonial/Post-colonial
Law." One the panel, she presented a paper
concerning Malaya and Ceylon in the same
panel, entitled, "Entangled Colonial Histories:
Colonial Law and ‘Coolie’ Intimacies in
twentieth century Malaya and Ceylon."
Abstract: Entangled Colonial Histories:
Colonial Law and ‘Coolie’ Intimacies in
twentieth century Malaya and Ceylon
There is a long history of similar (at times
shared) colonial laws being used to govern
migration policies and post-migration lives of
Indian indentured laborers in Malaya and
Ceylon. While remaining confined in different,
but not unique, colonial contexts, the Indian
migrant ‘coolies’ had similar experiences with
the colonial law in their ‘private’ lives in Ceylon
and Malaya. This paper focuses on how the
colonial governments in Ceylon and Malaya
collaborated to govern and regulate the Indian
colonial labor force (in the respective colonies)
and their domestic spaces, interpersonal life,
marriages, and intimate relationships. Towards
the same theme, the paper simultaneously
explores how such colonial policies also created
episodic opportunities for colonized labor force
to articulate their resilience when their
‘domestic/marital’ cases were discussed in
public spaces such as in courtrooms. Based on
archival research, this paper thus examines the
entangled histories between the colonies of the
same Empire; in particular it addresses the
questions - how were these communities treated
Spring 2017
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by British Empire in different locations (Malaya
and Ceylon), and what these two sites reveal
about the regulation of intimacy and labor? In
doing so, it analyzes the transnational
interactions and influences between colonies of
the same Imperial projects and attempts to
complicate the widespread idea of “nations” or
“regions” as a self-contained unit of analysis.
Studying how the colonial governments of
Ceylon and Malaya interacted, borrowed and
collaborated to adopt similar legal policies to
govern and regulate intimacies amongst
immigrants, this paper unpacks the ‘given’
definitions of ‘South Asia’ and ‘Southeast Asia’
and explores the transnational and inter-Asia
nature of the British Empire. Thus, the paper
contributes to the overall understanding of the
shared and connected transnational histories of
Asia.
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Panel Report
Democracy and Development at Risk: The
Monetization of Politics in Malaysia. – A
Panel Report
Johan Saravanamuttu
Panel Sponsored by the Malaysia-SingaporeBrunei Studies Group, Association of Asian
Studies, Annual Conference, Saturday, March 18,
10:45am to 12:45pm, Sheraton Centre Toronto
Hotel, 2nd Floor, Civic Ballroom South.
Organizer: Johan Saravanamuttu, Nanyang
Technological University
Chair and discussant: Meredith L. Weiss, State
University of New York, Albany
Presenters:
Jeff Tan, Aga Khan University
Laura Elder, Saint Mary's College, Notre Dame
Edmund Terence Gomez, University of Malaya
Johan Saravanamuttu, Nanyang Technological
University &
Maznah Mohamad, National University of
Singapore
The panel focused on the problem of whether
electoral democracy and equitable development
in Malaysia could be at risk because of money
politics. Panelists sought to explain money
politics in its different manifestations such as
rent seeking, patronage politics, party capitalism
and, in most recent years, open kleptocratic
practices. The increasing monetization of
politics has involved the use of the corporate
sector and sovereign and national saving funds.

The latter is epitomized by the 1MDB financial
debacle which has seen losses of some USD13
billion from the country's coffers. This scandal
involved investigations by at least five other
national governments over offences from fraud
to money laundering. Panelists examined
political business in Government-Linked
Investment Companies (GLICs), rent allocation
through political patronage networks, and
sovereign wealth funds (SWFs) as primary
vehicles in entwining business and politics.
Corruption and one-party dominance were
linked to a conflict of the accumulation process,
a weakening state (paper by Tan), the relegation
of politics to short-term corporate goals (paper
by Elder), a financial concentration in the hands
of the prime minister (paper by Gomez) and a
more fragmented ethnic landscape which
induced the monetization of political consent
(paper by Mohamad and Saravanamuttu).
Jeff Tan’s paper “State Accumulation, Patronage
and Conflict in Malaysia” located the discussion
of money politics and threat to democracy in
Malaysia within the broader process of state
accumulation strategies, specifically the shift
from the NEP to privatisation and more recently
nationalisation. Each new accumulation strategy
was seen as a response not just to the failure of
previous policies, but also to demands arising
from the emergence, rapid growth, and
preferences of Malay businessmen and the wider
Malay middle class. He argued that investment
preferences and rent allocation have remained
unchanged, centred largely on non-tradable,
protected, unproductive or speculative sectors
that limit long-term economic returns. This
threatens the viability of patronage networks
because ongoing patronage depends on
productive rents providing kickbacks necessary
for politicians to remain in power and continue
Spring 2017
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dispensing patronage. Unproductive rents
coupled with the decline in manufacturing thus
increase the political contestation for resources
through patronage networks, leading to
increasing conflict and factionalisation that
undermine political (party) unity and authority.
This increases authoritarianism and encourages
short-term predatory behaviour in contrast to
longer-term accumulation strategies based on
the political leadership’s ability to dispense
economically viable rents to productive groups.
A diagram presented showed that crises of
accumulation were accompanied by conflict such
as the May 13 riots (1969), UMNO split (1986)
Anwar’s sacking (1998) and the 1mdb induced
political fallout (2015). Money politics, political
conflict and authoritarianism are thus mainly
symptoms of the underlying conflict over the
accumulation process, and a reflection of state
weakness rather than strength.
In the second presentation, Laura Elder’s paper
“ Stealing Time, Banking like a State: Sovereign
Wealth Funds in Malaysia and Beyond”
suggested that a decade ago, Jane Guyer argued
that in both secular and pious tales of business
and politics one found a double movement
toward both very short and very long
sightedness in market performance, together
with an evacuation of the near past and the near
future as terrains of political engagement. In
Malaysia this double movement, evacuating the
near past and the near future, has enabled a
thrice-told tale of market piety acclaiming the
Islamization of the state as socially just,
increasingly efficient, and reshuffling global
hierarchies. Elder deployed Guyer’s argument in
examining the role of Sovereign Wealth Funds
as primary vehicles entwining business and
politics in Malaysia. Examining both Khazanah
Nasional and 1MDB – as Sovereign Wealth

Funds which reshape the economic and political
landscape while evading most of the scrutiny
that applies to other categories on institutional
investors – she showed how these highly
leveraged, offshore proprietary investment
vehicles constricted politics to short-term
corporate goals. Further, by examining fresh
evidence of the coordination between Sovereign
Wealth Funds in China, Gulf Cooperation
Council, and Malaysian regimes, it was noted
that this short and long-sightedness is
generative of an opaque, kleptocratic, Asiacentered regime of accumulation. As
instruments of political leverage within global
and local financial terrain, Sovereign Wealth
Funds provoke the examination of how, when,
and for whom states are “seeing like banks.”
Edmund Terence Gomez, in his paper on “Who
Owns Corporate Malaysia Now? Politics,
Money and Control of Government-Linked
Investment Companies in Malaysia” reviewed
the evolving nature of political-business ties
through a historical analysis of Malaysia’s seven
government-linked
investment
companies
(GLICs), such as Khazanah Nasional and the
Employees Provident Fund, which have
significant ownership of companies in key
sectors of the economy. These GLICs served as
sovereign wealth funds and savings-based
institutions controlled by the Prime Minister
through complex pyramid-type organizational
structures. Different premiers have employed
these GLICS in politics and in the corporate
sector in different ways. Abdul Razak initiated
their active involvement in the economy through
his interventionist and affirmative action-based
New Economic Policy, an ethnic-based
patronage program that UMNO (United Malays
National Organization) effectively used to secure
Malay electoral support. Mahathir Mohamad
Spring 2017
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stressed privatization that entailed the
divestment of the GLICs’ corporate assets to
well-connected businesspeople, a system of
selective patronage that allowed politicians to
emerge as corporate captains who channeled
funds into UMNO and deeply monetized party
elections. A number of these highly-geared
companies were re-nationalized after the 1997
Asian currency crisis, with the GLICs emerging
as owners of Malaysia’s leading publicly-listed
companies. Najib Razak actively used quoted and
private companies owned by GLICs to transfer
assets between them in a manner that has led to
serious allegations of kleptocracy, money
laundering and the extensive monetization of
federal and state elections. An assessment of the
GLICs’ ownership of Malaysia’s top 100
publicly-listed companies in 2013 reveals the
reduced involvement of UMNO members but
with the prime minister still in significant
control over the corporate sector. In answering
the question, who owns corporate Malaysia,
Gomez concluded as follows: a) from a
fragmented UMNO economic and political
control, the corporate sector now resides with
the Minister of Finance, b) wealth concentration
is effected in GLICs, through the top 35 GLCs,
c) a super entity (MoF Inc) is at the top of a coreperiphery structure with layers of controlled
companies d) control is enhanced through
ownership and control of major financial
enterprises, i.e. commercial banks and domestic
financial institutions, e) dominated sectors are:
utilities (electricity, water, telecommunications),
banking & finance; plantations; infrastructure &
urban
development
(land
utilisation,
construction).
In the final presentation, Johan Saravanamuttu
and Maznah Mohamad in their paper
“Manufactured to Monetized Consent: The

Material Basis of One-Party Dominance” sought
to show two significant trends in the shifting
dynamics of Malay-majority political dominance
in Malaysia. First, the number of Malay-Muslim
political parties contending for ethnic Malaymajority votes has increased; from the dominant
UMNO and PAS, to additional political parties,
namely the PKR, Parti Amanah and Bersatu to
severely fragment the Malay consensus. The
second trend is the diminishing efficacy of the
rule-of-law and democratic accountability to
impede large-scale and open corruption by
public officials. The authors argued that Malay
political fragmentation had diminished the
saliency of ethno-nationalism as the basis for
political mobilization, leading to the ascendancy
of money politics. Using a neo-Gramscian notion
then authors explain this phenomenon as a shift
from manufactured to monetized consent. They
suggested that UMNO's rule, premised on
‘ethnocracy’ could no longer ride on a hegemonic
cultural or even religious identity. The
presentation focused on how monetization of
consent was effected in the Najib years
particularly through massive expenditure
during the 2013 general election. It was
suggested in various reports that the 2013
contest was “the most expensive election” so far
with RM1.5 billion allegedly spent from RM2.67
billion found in premier’s bank account, possibly
derived from 1MDB funds. Monetization of
politics has seemingly become associated with
kleptocracy. The presenters examined different
types of pre-electoral political financing from the
perspective of its sourcing as well as the
distributive side of the equation and found the
latter to be particularly crucial to the
monetization of consent. Drawing on the
existing literature, an initial typology sources
and five distributive forms could be perceived.
The massive programme of BRIM launched by
Spring 2017
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the Najib government in 2012, continued now
for five years, seems emblematic of policies of
direct cash handouts aimed at the short term
goal of retaining political power. The prevalence
and ironically, success of such short-termism,
seems to have snowballed to the Opposition
states and examples of such cash payout
programmes are found in the states of Penang
and Selangor.
In her incisive comments, Meredith Weiss raised
issues related to Malaysia’s shifting political
terrain, the meanings of money politics, political
agency, autonomy of financial structures and
whether Malaysia was sui generis. She posed the
following questions:
1. As Malaysia comes to rely politically on SWFs,
who gains/loses effective political agency? Is
this pattern an alternative to, or a variant upon,
or essentially the same as “post-democracy” as
corporate elites and their interests come to
dominate decision-making processes (hollowing
out space for popular voices – however curtailed
that space has long been in Malaysia, even if
ethnocracy grants certain categories, at least,
legitimate spaces to press claims against the
state/leaders)
2. More broadly, how these processes of
securitization of social sectors, of reliance on
market-based
funding
for
budgets,
retaining/retooling aim of performance
legitimacy, etc. compare with more general
entrenchment of neoliberal economic ideology:
how does the current phase of that process look
when implemented by/under an illiberal state
rather than a formally/structurally liberal one,
particularly given the nation-state’s role via
SWFs and otherwise?

Taken together, she suggested that the four
papers recommend rethinking federalism as not
just political but also economic model in
Malaysia (in terms of redistributive policies and
the role GLCs , for example). The basic question
was how Malaysia might get out of this mess.
This is especially so since the opposition thus far
veers toward the same monetization and
financialization. Is it thus possible to shift the
bases of politics and decision-making back
toward balance of local and popular interests?
A lively Q & A session ensued after the chair
gave the presenters a few minutes to respond to
her more specific comments on each paper.
Interesting questions posed by participants
included: Is this all a bad thing – where is the
harm in the monetization of politics? Was there
a Beijing dimension? What was the role of the
global circulation of capital? Are we moving
toward technocratic management, and hence
something more akin to a developmental state?
What’s the lowest point possible? In responding,
the presenters generally felt that the
monetization of politics had had an adverse effect
on democratic politics, fuelling not least of all
egregious corruption and most recently the
outright theft of state funds for partisan
purposes. In kleptocratic political regimes,
technocrats are usually unable to check
malfeasance particularly when the rule of law is
set aside by the political elite. Malaysia’s recent
experiences indicate that such a slide may have
already occurred.
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Field Report:
Kebun Culture, Some Notes
from the Field
Eric C. Thompson
Since my dissertation work in the 1990s, I have
continued ongoing if sporadic fieldwork in rural
Malaysia. In keeping with my dissertation work,
I have been interested in the continuing
transformations of rural places due in particular
to rural-urban interactions, “urbanization” of
rural society and the influence of urbanism as a
cultural and ideological force. In my most recent
fieldwork, over the past several years, I have
been struck by the ways in which “kebun”
(orchards) take on new meaning, socially and
culturally, in contemporary Malaysia. Once
considered and subsumed within what we would
consider kampung or village society, kebun
today are a part of more urban-oriented lives and
endeavors. In the following, taken from a longer
paper currently under review for journal
publication, I outline three types or examples of
kebun. The first is – at least apparently – the
most “traditional” type, owned and tended by a
rural, working-class man. The second is owned
and overseen by an affluent, Kuala Lumpur
based, Malay businessman. The third is owned
by a middle-class Malay school teacher, assigned
to a school in the suburbs of Kuala Lumpur. All
three men are in their early fifties.
Contemporary kebun in Malaysia take many
forms. The three examples here illustrate the
variety of kebun undertakings found in Malaysia
today, based on observations in the field and
interviews with individuals who own and tend
kebun. While urban-based Malays associate
kebun with a sense of rurality, they are at the
same time tied to commodification of land. One
of the most apparent features of emergent kebun
culture (as I am calling it here) is the sharp
differentiation between affluent owners, for
whom kebun are primarily a site of consumption

and less affluent, working-class owners for
whom kebun are central to their livelihoods.
Mat’s Kebun. Mat has been actively cultivating
kebun land for several decades (note: all names
are pseudonyms). As a teenager in the 1970s, he
accompanied his father to open up kebun land
above the kampung of Sungai Siputeh in Ulu
Selama where he is originally from. The land is
along a road that has been cut up into the
mountains beyond the village. As of the past
several years (from c.2012), work is underway to
extend the road through Sungai Siputeh across
the mountains to Grik. The distance is only
about 20 kilometers to connect with the main
highway to Grik, but it is through mountain
terrain. Previously, this was a dead-end road up
into the mountains, used (among other things)
for logging.

FIGURE 1: Mat’s Kebun along the road.
As with many other men in Sungai Siputeh and
the surrounding kampung, Mat and his father
were ‘peneroka’ or ‘pioneers’; taking the
initiative to open up the land – clearing it,
planting fruit trees, putting up a couple simple
huts or houses of thatch and wood, and fencing
the land. For the past two decades, the kebun has
been a major undertaking for Mat, but not his
only one. He previously worked for a short time,
in his late teens and early 20s in Penang and also
in the greater Kuala Lumpur (KL) metropolitan
area. In the latter case, he worked as a shop
assistant at a small-scale restaurant (kedai
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makanan) run by his elder sister. After some time
in KL, in the late 1980s, the elder sister and her
husband relocated to Sungai Siputeh, where she
ran a small coffee shop in the village. Through
the 1990s, Mat was her main shop assistant; and
continued to assist in the coffee shop up to 2012
when it was torn down to make way for the
aforementioned road construction.
Mat’s kebun is typical of rural kebun which are
integral to kampung (villages). But from the
1970s and 1980s, the kampung has transformed,
becoming a less tightly knit and less
agriculturally-oriented settlement and into a
largely urbanized social space, despite the fact
that it is very far from any city and even 17
kilometers from the nearest small town. Mat is
in fact typical of kampung residents, who often
spend large parts of their lives working outside
the kampung and do agricultural work (kerja
kampung) only on a part-time basis in
conjunction with non-agricultural employment,
such as Mat’s work as a shop assistant.
With the development and maturing of the
kebun (e.g. trees and other plants maturing to
the point of bearing fruit), Mat is able to derive
a reasonable though irregular income from the
kebun. Exactly how much income is unclear due
to the irregularity; in very long extended
discussions with Mat, he could explain in great
detail the prices he could get for particular
quantities of fruits at particular times. But he
could only provide vaguest of estimates
regarding an average monthly or yearly income.
Despite this uncertainty and irregularity of
income, the kebun is economically selfsustaining and on balance is at least enough for
Mat to live on at a basic subsistence level. As a
confirmed bachelor, Mat now lives in the kebun
on a largely full-time basis, though sometimes
stays with his older sister or at his now-deceased
father’s house in the kampung. He occasionally
has other bachelors – usually younger men in
their 20s – staying with him and helping out in
the kebun.

One general uncertainty and problem that Mat
faces is that he does not hold a property title
(geran tanah) to the kebun land. Officially the
kebun is government land on which he is
squatting. It is typical for Malay pioneers, such
as Mat, to open up available land in the
expectation that if they cultivate the land in the
future they will be able to have it properly
gazetted and be given title to the land. One of
Mat’s complaints is that the Perak State land
authorities give land titles to teachers and civil
servants, as core supporters of the ruling party
UMNO, rather than regular kampung folks. He
noted that some other peneroka had been able to
get land grants during the brief period that the
opposition Pakatan Rakyat held power after the
2008 General Election; but Mat did not get a
land grant at that time and after the state
government returned to BN (UMNO) control it
was again difficult, Mat said, for the little people
(orang kecil) without connections to get land
grants.
Datuk’s Kebun. Datuk is a successful
businessman and CEO of a medium-to-large
sized company based in Kuala Lumpur and
operating internationally. In the mid-2000s, he
began looking for kebun land outside of Kuala
Lumpur. Although he is originally from Negeri
Sembilan, only a couple of hours drive from KL,
Datuk chose not to invest in land in or around
his natal kampung. Among other reasons, he
expressed concern about the various social
entanglements of returning to his own kampung.
He did return to Negeri Sembilan at least a few
times a year to visit his father, but did not want
to purchase land there. In particular, he said,
because he was successful and financially welloff, he often found that when he visited his own
kampung relatives or friends would seek him out
for financial help; e.g. to borrow money or to
invest in some project.
Datuk along with his wife sought kebun land
first and foremost for a weekend house and
retreat. They spent well over a year visiting
various sites in the vicinity of KL. Originally,
they expected to buy land near Genting
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Highlands (Janda Baik), but found that it was
becoming too expensive and too crowded – as
the result of other well-to-do KL-ites buying up
plots in the area they were interested in.
Eventually, they settled on a plot of land in Ulu
Selangor further out and about an hour drive
from KL. The plot was in an area of Malay
reserve land. They bought it from a man who
lived in Perak State, further north of KL, and
who himself had purchased it from the original
owner who had gotten title to the land after it
was opened up and designated as Malay reserve
land. Prior to that time, the land was used by
Orang Asli (aboriginal Temuan), who are still in
the area, and there remain some small tensions
around issues of Orang Asli use and access to the
land – small groups of Orang Asli men move
through the area from time to time and there is
an Orang Asli village of about 360 inhabitants
nearby.

FIGURE 2: Datuk’s Kebun on a Mountain Slope
after Landscaping
In 2011, Datuk purchased the plot of land for
RM110,000 (RM1.00 was approximately
US$0.31 at the time). It is on a mountain ridge
with a steep slope and a stream running through
the valley on one side. The plot is two acres
square; though the actual area of land is slightly
more, because the two acre square is designated
using a flat, two-dimensional map, but the land
itself is on a steep slope. When Datuk originally
purchased the land, it was overgrown and had
not been well maintained. It did, however,

contain numerous mature trees – among them
valuable and mature petai and durian trees. After
purchasing the land, Datuk arranged for a crew
to clear out the underbrush, landscape, and build
a number of structures on the land.

FIGURE 3: Landscaping of Datuk’s Kebun,
featuring man-made ponds (front) and bird
enclosures (upper right).
He engaged a friend, also Malay, who worked in
the construction and landscaping business as his
manager, who in turn hired or subcontracted to
a number of Indonesian laborers. In addition to
clearing the underbrush, the workers built a
small, but rather elegant house at the top of the
ridge for Datuk, his family and guests to use as a
weekend retreat and another small house further
down the slope as their own workers quarters.
The guest house was designed following
traditional Malay styles and motifs by craftsmen
in Kedah, built there, then taken apart, shipped
to Ulu Selangor and reconstructed on Datuk’s
plot. It is made of fine woods and high-quality
craftsmanship.
Over the period that Datuk has owned the land,
he has employed, through his manager, either
Indonesian men or couples (husband and wife) to
live in the worker’s quarters and to maintain and
improve the kebun. At any one time there have
been at least one or two (usually a married
couple) and up to four or five Indonesians living
and working in the kebun. The manager has also,
at times, engaged Orang Asli, particularly at the
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early stages of the project. But he found them to
be unreliable – they would come and work until
they made a bit of money, then quit without any
notice or warning.

FIGURE 4: Small house on Datuk’s Kebun
along with a watch tower (upper right)
The development of Datuk’s kebun was an
ongoing project with permanent staff (still
active, as of mid-2017) and expanded into
additional projects. In the intervening years,
Datuk has purchased additional plots of land in
the area, one for an animal (stray cat) sanctuary
and another on which he has begun to sponsor a
modest Sekolah Tahfiz or Quranic Reading
School. The main kebun was a place for Datuk’s
rest and recreation, as well as family members,
friends and business associates who he would
invite from time to time. Datuk oversaw the
planting of a wide variety of fruit trees and other
plants. He also had his manager and workers
build two large enclosures for birds, two large
platforms along the slope for people to sit, rest
or picnic, and a watch tower with a view out over
the valley. In the valley, his workers and
manager did extensive landscaping, using the
small stream to create two ponds for fish as well
as two small land bridges and one larger arched
bridge over the stream.
Although the fruit could be of considerable
value, Datuk did not sell the fruits produced in
the kebun, but gave them away to friends, family
and colleagues. For Datuk, his investments in

the kebun were not for profit. He also sought to
enhance the natural flora and fauna of the kebun,
for example by planting fruit trees of specific
varieties to attract and feed birds. Datuk
explicitly related these and other endeavors to
religious, Islamic ethics of generosity and care
for animals and the environment. Developing
and spending time in the kebun was also, for
Datuk, a way to rearticulate and maintain
connection to the rural; which he indexed using
the words kebun, kampung, and luar bandar.
Datuk talked about his kebun in particular with
reference to his own childhood, growing up in a
rural kampung in Negri Sembilan, and how it
was important to have that connection to the
natural environment outside of the city.
Abang’s Kebun. A third example, Abang’s
kebun, shares aspects of both Mat’s and Datuk’s
kebun. Abang is a secondary school teacher. He
purchased kebun land in the same Malay reserve
area as Datuk. Abang saw his investment in the
kebun both as a retirement plan with economic
payoffs and as a retreat from urban life. Abang
had purchased his kebun at a good price, of
RM70,000 for a two acre plot which he said was
worth RM140,000 on the open market. It was a
plot on somewhat more level ground and
therefore probably more valuable than Datuk’s
original parcel. Abang had paid wage workers
(upah orang), either from Indonesia or
Bangladesh (he couldn’t recall which) to build a
simple house on the land and also to clear the
plot. The house has no electricity and no running
water, as is true of both Mat and Datuk’s houses.
Abang had planted fruit trees – mainly durian –
and anticipated some return on his investment
when the trees matured and he could sell the
fruit.
However, Abang had misgivings about his kebun
investment, which he had held for about two
years when I interviewed him in 2013. He said
that he had found it hard to make enough time
for the amount of care and maintenance that the
kebun entailed, given that he was still working
full time as a teacher. Unlike Datuk, he did not
have nearly the financial means to employ a full
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time staff to take care of the kebun, but only
occasionally employed casual laborers. The
kebun also required more financial investments
than he had anticipated (e.g. fertilizer). He also
wondered out loud, while talking to me, whether
or not he would be strong and healthy enough to
work the kebun land himself once he was older
and retired. “I might not want to work so hard
in my old age and might not be healthy enough,”
he said.
In the fuller article from which these examples
are excerpted, I spell out in greater detail the
social, cultural and theoretical implications of
this emergent “kebun” (as opposed to
“kampung”) culture in Malaysia. The kebun, I
argue, signals a very different sort of rurality
than the kampung. Among other things, the
kampung (village) is a social unit, whereas kebun
are more individualized projects (albeit with
social and socioeconomic implications). These
three examples also suggest how the kebun is a
form of rurality in which the most and least
affluent in Malays are engaged; the latter as a
way of generating income and subsistence, while
for the former it is a space of leisure and
consumption. But for middle-class Malays, such
as the school teacher Abang, connection to
kebun culture is less tenable and more tenuous
because as a space of production the return-oninvestment is not worth their time but the cost
of consumption of kebun as pure leisure space is
too high.
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Remembering J. Norman
Palmer
Craig A. Lockard
With great sadness I report the death on
Jan. 26, 2016, of Professor Jess Norman Parmer;
He was 90 years old. A pioneering scholar of
Malaysian and Singapore history, he was one of
the first to publish studies of Chinese and Indian
immigrants and labor in colonial Malaya. Norm,
as his friends called him, enjoyed a long and
illustrious career as an inspiring educator, skilled
university administrator, important builder of
Southeast Asian Studies programs, and noted
scholar. Born in Elkhart, Indiana in 1925, Norm
served in the U.S. army in World War II and
fought in the Battle of the Bulge. After the war
he married his high school sweetheart, Bessie
Norma Peterson, in 1948 and earned his B.A. in
History from Indiana University in 1949, an
M.A. from the University of Connecticut in
1951, and his Ph.D. from Cornell University in
1957, one of the first Southeast Asia historians
produced by Cornell’s Southeast Asian Studies
Program. During his doctoral research he lived
in Malaya for several years.
Norm began is teaching career at the
University of Maryland and, in 1959, joined
Northern Illinois University, where he taught
history and helped develop NIU’s fine Southeast
Asian Studies program. Between 1961-1963
Norm directed the first Peace Corps programs in
Malaya. In 1967 Norm moved to Ohio
University as Associate Dean of Arts and
Sciences and Director of International Studies, a
base he used to build another great Southeast
Asian Studies Program as well as African and
Latin American studies programs. From 19751982 he served as Vice President of Academic
Affairs at Trinity University in San Antonio.
Norm also taught as a visiting professor at
University Kebangsaan (1984) and Cornell
(1989). He remained on the Trinity History
faculty until retiring in 1992. Since then, while
based mostly in Athens, Ohio, he remained busy
with various teaching and research projects,

including working with Ohio University
graduate students into his 80s. His beloved Bess
died in 2006. Norm is survived by 2 children, 6
grandchildren, and 2 great grandchildren.
Besides his seminal role in developing
Southeast Asian programs and Peace Corps
Malaysia, Norm is best known among scholars
for his pioneering book, Colonial Labor Policy
and Administration: A History of Labor in the
Rubber Plantation Industry in Malaya, c. 19101941 (J.J. Augustin for Association for Asian
Studies, 1960). Among other writings he also
contributed the chapter on Malaysia to the
seminal book on Southeast Asian politics,
George M.T. Kahin, et al., eds., Government and
Politics in Southeast Asia (Cornell University
Press, 1959), for some years prepared the annual
updates on Malaysia for Asian Survey, was a coauthor of Akira Iriye, et al., The World of Asia,
2nd. ed. (Harlan Davidson, 1995), published a
world history textbook for secondary schools,
Peoples and Progress: A Global History
(Laidlaw Brothers, 1978), and authored various
journal articles. Even as his health deteriorated
in recent years his mind remained sharp and he
continued working on a manuscript about the
Chinese in Southeast Asia.
Norm was active in the Association of Asian
Studies for many years and served as a role
model for a younger generation of scholars.
Always supportive of his students and
acquaintances, Norm was revered by those who
studied or worked with him and is well
remembered by the first generation of Peace
Corps volunteers. I had already known Norm
for some years but was able to spend more time
with him and Bess in 1984, when he was a
visiting professor at Universiti Kabangsaan and
I held a similar position at Universiti Malaya.
Even after he disengaged from his official
academic life in recent years we kept in touch
sporadically until his health and mobility
declined rapidly. Those who knew him
remember a great story teller and witty
conversationalist with a keen sense of humor, a
well travelled cosmopolitan with diverse
interests, and a kind and generous man. He will
be greatly missed.
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Member Notes

Esquire Bedell
& Emeritus Professor of
Economic History, University of New England

Sin Yee Koh

Current Projects:
1."Modern Malaysia" - Oxford
Encyclopedia of Asian History, UK

Sin Yee Koh (Institute of Asian Studies,
Universiti Brunei Darussalam) is currently
working on a comparative project on the
marketing and purchase of cross-border homes
in Singapore-Iskandar Malaysia and BruneiMiri, as well as a pilot project on expatriates in
Brunei. Her recent monograph Race, Education,
and Citizenship: Mobile Malaysians, British
Colonial Legacies, and a Culture of Migration
(2017, Palgrave Macmillan) argues that the real
impact of colonial legacies on contemporary
migration works through socialized and
internalized understandings of race, education,
and citizenship in Malaysia. Other recent
publications include:
Forrest, R., Koh, S.Y., & Wissink, B. (Eds.)
(2017) Cities and the Super-Rich: Real Estate,
Elite Practices, and Urban Political Economies.
New York: Palgrave Macmillan. ‘The
Contemporary City’ series.
Koh, S.Y. & Wissink, B. (forthcoming) Enabling,
Structuring and Creating Elite Transnational
Lifestyles: Intermediaries of the Super-Rich and
the Elite Mobilities Industry. Journal of Ethnic
and
Migration
Studies.
doi:10.1080/1369183X.2017.1315509
Koh, S.Y. (forthcoming) Property Tourism:
Facilitating Lifestyle and Investment-Migration
Mobilities in Asia. Asian Review, 30(1).
Rogers, D., & Koh, S.Y. (2017) The
Globalisation of Real Estate: The Politics and
Practice of Foreign Real Estate Investment.
International Journal of Housing Policy, 17(1),
pp. 1–14. doi:10.1080/19491247.2016.1270618

Prof (Emeritus) Amarjit Kaur

BA (Hons), Dip Ed, MA (Malaya); Grad Cert
Southeast
Asian Studies, M Phil, PhD
(Columbia), FASSA

Research

2. "Javanese in Malaysia: Labor Migration,
Settlement, and Diaspora" , book chapter,
Departing from Java, [Eds Hofte and Meel]
NIAS Press - Copenhagen
[expected
publication date spring 2018].
3. "INDONESIAN WOMEN WORKERS AND
PAID DOMESTIC WORK IN MALAYSIA
AND SINGAPORE" -EW&IC Encyclopedia of
Women and Islamic Cultures (online)-EditorKathryn Robinson [BRILL]
4.
"Colonial and contemporary borders,
ethnicity and the state in Malaysia" Georgetown
Journal of Asian Affairs ( currently working on
this article)
5. I am currently editing a book - The Indian
Diaspora in Malaysia and Singapore (Orient
BlackSwan -- South Asia series) Contributors
from India, Malaysia, Singapore and Australia

Dominik Müller

Dominik Müller has joined the MBS Group at
the AAS Conference in March 2017. In Toronto
as well as the AAS-in-Asia Conference 2017 in
Seoul he presented the conceptual framework of
his newly established research group “The
Bureaucratization of Islam and its Socio-Legal
Dimensions in Southeast Asia”, based at the Max
Planck Institute for Social Anthropology (Halle,
Germany). The project is funded by the German
Research Foundation’s (DFG) prestigious
Emmy Noether Program with 1.1 Mio Euro for
a period of five years. The Emmy Noether
Program aims to provide early career
researchers with the opportunity to rapidly
qualify for a leading position in science and
research or for a university teaching career.
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Having conducted anthropological fieldwork in
all three countries covered by the Malaysia,
Brunei and Singapore Studies Group - Brunei
(M.A.- and post-doc level, current project),
Malaysia (PhD-level) and Singapore (current
project) - Müller considers the MBS group an
ideal forum for networking and exchange.
For his research group, he supervises three PhD
projects which investigate a range of topics
related to the bureaucratization of Islam,
including an ethnographic study of the National
Commission of Muslim Filipinos (Fauwaz Abdul
Aziz), the bureaucratization of Islamic aid in
Malaysia (Timea Greta Biro), and a study of
state-based bureaucratic censorship in Indonesia
(Rosalia Engchuan). In addition to his role in
meta-conceptual guidance, Müller’s own
empirical contributions to the project focus on
the propagation and micro-level appropriation of
the national ideology of Brunei Darussalam
(Melayu Islam Beraja) and related Islamization
policies, as well as role on the Islamic Religious
Council of Singapore (Majlis Ugama Islam
Singapura, MUIS) in branding a decidedly
"secular" Singaporean brand of state-Islam.
Müller obtained his PhD from GoetheUniversity Frankfurt in 2012, where he was also
a post-doctoral researcher within the Cluster of
Excellence ‘Formation of Normative Orders’
(2012–2016). Since completing his PhD, Müller
has also held visiting positions at Stanford
University (2013), the University of Brunei
Darussalam (2014), the University of Oxford
(2015), and the National University of Singapore
(2016). Parallel to his work at the MPI, he is a
Fellow at the Centre for Asian Legal Studies,
National University of Singapore (2017-2020)
and will be a Visiting Fellow in "Law and Social
Change" at the Islamic Legal Studies Program at
Harvard University in spring term 2018. He has
taught anthropological and Southeast Asiafocused seminars at the Universities of
Frankfurt, Heidelberg, Mainz, Halle and
Leipzig.

Müller’s PhD thesis on the rise of pop-Islamism
among the community of the Pan-Malaysian
Islamic Party (PAS) received the Frobenius
Society’s Research Award for the best
anthropological dissertation submitted at a
German University in 2012 and was published
by Routledge in 2014 under the title "Islam,
Politics and Youth in Malaysia: The PopIslamist Reinvention of PAS". His research has
been published in such journals as Asian Survey,
Indonesia and the Malay World Globalizations,
Paideuma, South East Asia Research,
Internationales
Asienforum:
International
Quarterly for Asian Studies, and the Journal of
Law and Religion (forthcoming). He has been
invited twice to publish on Brunei Darussalam in
the year-ender issues of Asian Survey.

La Trobe Law School – Higher Degree
Research Scholarships (x 8)
La Trobe Law School is celebrating its 25th
birthday in 2017. We have a vibrant and
supportive research culture dedicated to
research excellence. Our doctoral students
benefit from a wide variety of professional
development opportunities within the School
and within the University. We seek applicants
for eight doctoral research scholarships to be
awarded to outstanding candidates to undertake
research in a variety of research areas. These
prestigious scholarships will be awarded to
outstanding applicants who are interested in
undertaking doctoral research within the law
school, commencing in 2017 or 2018.
Applications will be considered in all areas of
law, La Trobe Law School has a number of key
research strengths:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Artificial intelligence
Cybersecurity
Data protection & technology law
Health law
Public law and governance
Court administration
South-east Asian legal studies
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Further information about the La Trobe Law
School, its academic staff and research programs
and strengths latrobe.edu.au/law
Applicants should have a high level of
achievement, including a first class honours
degree or equivalent.
Benefits of the scholarship
A La Trobe Research Scholarship for three
years, with a value of $26,682 per annum, to
support your living costs
A fee-relief scholarship (LTUFFRS) for four
years to undertake a PhD at La Trobe
University (international applicants only)
Opportunities to work with La Trobe Law
School’s outstanding researchers and Research
Centres, as well as having access to our suite of
professional development programs
Opportunities to teach in the School’s
undergraduate degree programs may be made
available to qualified candidates.
How to apply
If you wish to apply for a Research Scholarship
within the Law School, follow these steps:
In the first instance, please contact:
Dr Emma Henderson, Director of Graduate and
Postgraduate Studies, to informally discuss your
doctoral research proposal
(E.Henderson@latrobe.edu.au)
Review details on how to apply for candidature
at: latrobe.edu.au/research/future
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